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STILL THE CHAMPION OF HOME ENTERTAINMENT
  It should come as no surprise that Americans watched a 
lot of television in 2020, as people resorted to movies and 
shows to pass the time during the pandemic.
  Likewise, consumers upgraded and added TVs to their 
households en masse, fueling record shipments last year. In 
2020, 47.3 million TVs shipped to U.S. dealers, up 15% over 
2019. It was the highest number of shipments on record.
  However, the pandemic and resulting consumer behavior 
set off unexpected shipment trends that remain at play as the 
cultural impacts of the pandemic linger. For one, TV revenues 
dropped 7% in 2020. Why, when units rose so high?
  It’s because the television market is extremely competitive, 
and manufacturers had to produce high quantities at attractive 
price points to take advantage of surging consumer demand.
  Secondly, the quarterly shipment pattern for TVs is out of line 
with typical annual patterns. In an ordinary year, the industry 
would see the bulk of its shipments in Q4, in preparation 
for the holiday season. However, 2020’s Q3 came close to 
matching Q4 in terms of units shipped, 
and Q1 2021 had higher than average 
shipments when it is typically the 
slowest quarter.
  CTA’s Dynamic Forecast predicts 
that Q2 and Q3 shipment volumes 
will fall below Q1 as people emerge 
from their pandemic social distancing practices and seek 
entertainment outside of the home. And Q4 will make up 
about 30% of total annual shipments — not as pronounced 
as a typical year but still the biggest quarter.
  When all is said and done, 2021 will see 41.6 million TVs 
shipped, which would make it one of the industry’s best years 
again despite a double-digit (-12%) drop from 2020’s high.
  Television revenues will decline again in 2021, but not 
as drastically as units. The industry will focus on newer 
technologies like 8K, mini-LED and OLED, as well as larger 
screen sizes to add value to sets later in the year.
  8K shipments will reach 1.6 million this year, introducing 
consumers to the next level of resolution. Mini-LEDs made 
a splash at CES this year as manufacturers demonstrated 
how this backlighting technology can improve contrast and 
dynamic range. And OLED displays will gather momentum 
this year, with 2.3 million units expected to ship. That’s up 
60% over 2020.
  Regardless of screen technology, shape or size, televisions 
remain the go-to device for movies, TV series and video 
gaming. American households own roughly 270 million 
television sets, rivaled only by smartphones as the most 
popular consumer tech device in the U.S.
  Consumer spending on video streaming last year grew 
to $35.5 billion, up 63% over 2019. As streaming services 
continue to propagate, CTA expects video streaming 
spending to hit $40.8 billion this year. Many households will 
also upgrade gaming consoles this year, meaning there will 
be no shortage of content with which consumers can engage.

AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY: RECORD TV SHIPMENTS IN ’20
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Panera Bread is looking to cater to the hybrid workforce, 
which is becoming more common as companies reopen of-
fices but still have many employees working remotely. CNBC 
reports the chain is offering scheduled group ordering for 
companies as well as a catering option for meetings that 
works for businesses with employees working in different lo-
cations… Victoria’s Secret will open an off-mall location as 
part of a test of the retailer’s “store of the future” format, which 
will feature flexible merchandising, refined staffing, improved 
customer service and other efforts to cut costs, CEO Martin 
Waters said. The store will be one of three opening later this 
year, with 10 more to follow next year… Target, Walmart, 
Shipt and H.E. Butt Grocery are teaming with mobile re-
wards program Ibotta to give out free care packages that 
include notebooks, pencils, peanut butter, jelly and bread to 
kids in need during the back-to-school season. Target is also 
promoting affordability by selling almost all back-to-school 
supplies and clothing for under $10, and Kohl’s is offering 

teachers “thank you” discounts… Hy-
Vee’s third “Best of Local Brands” sum-
mit is accepting submissions for prod-
ucts to be featured at more than 280 
retail stores throughout the Midwest. 
Progressive Grocer says the Septem-
ber summit will include virtual presenta-

tions from suppliers selected through RangeMe, the product 
discovery and sourcing platform by ECRM… Uber Eats is 
partnering with 1,200 Albertsons stores across the retailer’s 
banners — the service’s first major expansion into grocer-
ies. “Today, nearly 3 million consumers order groceries and 
other essentials each month through Uber, and we’re just 
getting started,” said Raj Beri, Uber’s global head of gro-
cery and new verticals… Wakefern Food Corp. has added 
fresh chicken to its Bowl & Basket own brand at ShopRite. 
Bowl & Basket Fresh Chicken includes more than two-dozen 
varieties of all-natural chicken — such as breasts, thighs, fil-
lets, wings and drumsticks — at “extremely budget-friendly 
prices,” Wakefern said. The new line is available at ShopRite 
stores in New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Pennslyvania, 
Maryland and Delaware as well as via ShopRite.com… 
Volkswagen Group’s global deliveries of full-electric ve-
hicles more than doubled in the first half, mostly driven by 
demand in Europe. Deliveries of full-electric models from the 
group’s VW, Audi, Porsche and Skoda brands rose 165% 
to 170,939 from 64,462 during the same period last year, 
VW Group said... The Macy’s And Now This private label 
brand is launching in ready-to-wear and men’s categories. 
The line is designed for the fashion-forward, contemporary 
dresser, featuring elevated basics and sophisticated pieces 
at affordable price points. And Now This is available now at 
Macy’s e-commerce site and select stores. The collection 
was created for the shopper seeking of-the-moment pieces 
like ribbed dresses, tanks and bodysuits; outerwear, such as 
jackets and athleisure; casual dresses and denim.
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AVAILS
  Nexstar Media Inc., America’s largest local broadcasting 
company, is seeking an experienced and dynamic Director 
of Sales to lead its sales operation in 
Colorado Springs, Colo., DMA #82. In 
this role, the Director of Sales will have full 
oversight over Nexstar’s sales operations 
at KXRM-FOX, KXTU-CW, as well as the stations’ digital, 
mobile and social media assets. Candidates must have a 
minimum 3+ years of management experience in selling TV, 
video and digital. CLICK HERE to apply.

  Are you a highly self-motivated, 
experienced salesperson with a genuine 
burning desire for exceeding sales goals? 
If yes, there’s a great opportunity with 
enormous potential to achieve high-level 
success and excellent financial rewards. 
Standard Media/WLNE ABC 6 TV in 
Providence, R.I., is hiring a Multimedia 
Sales Consultant who will become 
a trusted advisor to local businesses, 
helping them grow through the sale of 
multiplatform broadcast and digital media 

advertising solutions. Send resume and cover letter stating 
referral source to: hr@abc6.com. No calls, please. EOE. 
  Hearst Television’s WMOR/Tampa, Fla., one of the premier 
independent stations in the U.S. in a top growth market, is 
seeking an experienced Research Director. The Research 
Director will be part of the station’s management team and 
analyze data to present meaningful stories and strategies to 
outside customers and internal staff on promotions. If you’re 
an organized, detail-oriented team player with exceptional 
written and verbal presentation skills, and a desire to join 
a destination company offering a tremendous growth 
opportunity, CLICK HERE to apply!

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

NBC SIGNS THREE-YEAR RENEWAL WITH INDYCAR
  IndyCar has inked a three-year extension of its rights deal 
with NBC Sports, securing a new distribution agreement 
that will see a sharp uptick in the number of races that will air 
on the flagship broadcast network, Sportico reports.
  According to IndyCar parent Penske Entertainment’s 
president and CEO Mark Miles and NBC Sports programming 
president Jon Miller, the terms of the new pact will up the 
number of IndyCar races on NBC from nine to 13, a move 
that should help expand the audience for open-wheel racing. 
NBC reaches some 98 million U.S. TV households, giving it 
an advantage of around 18 million homes over the soon-to-
be-shuttered NBCSN.
  In addition to the baker’s dozen NBC races, the new deal will 
place two IndyCar races in front of USA Network’s 86 million 
subs. Another pair will stream exclusively on Peacock, which 
will simulcast each of the 15 races set to run on linear TV.
  Financial terms weren’t disclosed, but NBC’s original 
contract, which kicked in ahead of the 2019 season, was 
worth nearly $20 million per year. The switch to NBC had 
been a significant gear shift for IndyCar, as it brought an end 
to ABC’s 54-year run as the home of the Indianapolis 500. 
This year’s race averaged 5.58 million viewers and a 3.2 
rating, which marked its largest TV audience since 2016.

NBCU OLYMPIC MARKETING: $51M PROMO VALUE
  Amid concerns of COVID-19 issues in Japan, NBC continues 
to ramp up national TV marketing efforts for the Tokyo 
Summer Olympics, placing TV promos and TV advertising 
with a total value of $51 million since last November.
  The 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics were rescheduled until 
this summer due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
  TV promos on NBCU networks had a total media value 
of $49.9 million — mostly on its sports-related TV channels 
and programming, according to iSpot.tv.
  NBC also bought national advertising time for the Olympics 
totaling $1.2 million. The bulk of the 
airings for its Summer Olympics promo 
spot were on the Olympic Channel, at 
which NBC is a minority partner: 18,396; 
NBCSN, 5,834; The Golf Channel, 
1,832; USA Network, 1,336; and NBC 
Television Network, 1,208.
  Over the last month, NBC placed 427 TV 
promos for its Tokyo Summer Olympics 
promo spot; and another 140 airings for 
“Olympic Dreams.” Media value from 
those promos totaled $8.7 million. It has 
amassed 740 million impressions.
  Since November 2020, big programming impressions 
came from NFL games — 490 million impressions. Other 
top impressions came from Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit, PGA Tour Golf, Chicago P.D. and NHL hockey.

KBB: AVG NEW-VEHICLE PRICES AT ALL-TIME HIGH
  The estimated average transaction price (ATP) for a light 
vehicle in the U.S. was $42,258 in June, according to the 
analysts at Kelley Blue Book. New-vehicle prices increased 
$2,527 (up 6.4%) from June 2020, while increasing $928 (up 
2.2%) from May 2021.   
  “Despite unprecedented low incentives and inventory 
levels in June, last month showcased more historically high 
average transaction prices, reaching an all-new record,” 
said Kayla Reynolds, industry intelligence analyst at Cox 
Automotive. “New-vehicle affordability continues to decline 
as the income required to purchase the average new vehicle 
continues to climb. In June, for the first time in a decade, 
vehicle buyers were essentially paying sticker price — the 
manufacturer’s suggested retail price — for new vehicles.”
  According to KBB, the record-high ATP of $42,258 in 
June was 99.9% of the average MSRP of $42,290. For 
comparison, in January of this year, ATP was 95.9% of 
MSRP; one year ago, it was 95.4%.
  Nearly every vehicle manufacturer showed year-over-year 
growth in average transaction prices in June, with Stellantis 
seeing the second-largest increase (up 15.8%), just behind 
Mitsubishi, which climbed 18.3%.
  The majority of the models in Stellantis’ lineup saw 
increases from this time last year. The Jeep Wrangler and 
RAM pickup, two of the automaker’s best-selling models, 
saw double-digit increases compared to June 2020. Despite 
inventory concerns, the RAM pickup outsold many of its 
counterparts last month with a 13.8% price increase from 
last year.
  At the segment level, non-luxury models continue to make 
significant gains compared to luxury models, up 7% vs. 
2.9% respectively.
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Marriage has an interesting 
way of turning the 

word “whatever” into a 
flamethrower.
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STUDY: CONNECTED TV NOT HITTING AD TARGETS
  A study of advertising campaigns on connected TV are not 
reaching consumers, Television News Daily reports.
  The research coming from ANA and Innovid, a CTV ad-
tech platform, shows the average campaign reached just 
13% of the available U.S. CTV homes. Authors recommend 
that upwards of 100 million impressions should be used to 
reach 40% of the U.S. CTV homes.
  Sharply rising CTV is expected to reach four-fifths of U.S 
homes in 2021, according to eMarketer.
  The good news is that frequency of ads seen by viewers — 

a constant point of concern by marketers 
— was lower than generally believed: 
85% of CTV homes were exposed to an 
ad one to two times, with 14% exposed 
three to nine times.
  The January to April 2021 study looked 
at 20 brand CTV campaigns, totaling 
$35 million in media spending, getting 
a total of 1.7 billion impressions on 169 
publishers and more than 25 connected 
TV devices. Brands included in the 
study: Honda, Walgreens, Anheuser-

Busch, Southwest Airlines, Colgate, Acura, General 
Mills, General Motors, Subway, USAA, Jack in the Box, 
Whirlpool and Mastercard.

THIS AND THAT
  Netflix said yesterday it added 1.54 million subscribers 
worldwide for the second quarter ended June 30. The count 
beat company expectations of 1 million, but still tracked the 
smallest quarterly gain in the streaming video era. The service 
added 10 million subs in the previous-year period. Netflix 
lost 400,000 net subs in the U.S. and Canada. It ended the 
quarter with 209.1 million subscribers, up from 192.9 million 
subs in the previous-year period... Comcast CEO Brian 
Roberts, ViacomCBS chairman Shari Redstone and CEO 
Bob Bakish reportedly met recently to discuss partnering in 
an international streaming video venture. The Wall Street 
Journal said the executives met at the end of June in New 
York to discuss possible scenarios the two media giants could 
partner in advancing their respective streaming platforms.
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In 2020, 47.3 million TVs were 
shipped to U.S. dealers, up 
15% over 2019. It was the 

highest number of shipments 
on record.

U.S. HOMEBUILDERS FACE MARKET HEADWINDS
  There are several signs in the market for newly built 
homes that point to a potential slowdown for the nation’s 
homebuilders. New data is adding to the evidence that 
builders are pulling back, CNBC reports.
  Single-family housing starts continued to rise in June, 
many of those for homes already sold. But building permits, 
an indicator of future construction, fell more than expected 
last month to the lowest point since August and were about 
100,000 units below the six-month average, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau.
  Meanwhile, mortgage applications to 
purchase a newly built home dropped 
nearly 24% in June year over year, 
according to the Mortgage Bankers 
Association. That was the third 
consecutive month of decline.
  “Homebuilders are encountering stronger 
headwinds of late, as severe price 
increases for key building materials, rising 
regulatory costs, and labor shortages 
impact their ability to raise production. 
This has dampened new home sales 
and quickened home-price growth,” said Joel Kan, an MBA 
economist.
  The average loan amount also hit another record high at 
$392,370.

REPORT: U.S. RETAIL TRAFFIC CLIMBS 55% IN 2021
  The traffic flowing into stores, restaurants, and entertainment 
centers has risen by 55% nationwide since the start of the 
year, while visits in two severely shut-down northern markets 
increased by nearly 300%.
  That’s the score tallied by data scientists at Zenreach, an 
omnichannel ad platform that determines sales attribution 
by measuring online conversions and store visits. Zenreach 
determined that returns to retail by consumers rose sharply 
in Q1 and then moved up by 12% in the last two months.
  The greatest increases since Jan. 1 occurred in Pittsburgh, 
where retail centers experienced a 297% rise, and in Detroit, 
where traffic surged by 288%. Rounding out the top five 
were the Western markets of San Jose (182%), San Diego 
(164%), and Denver (156%).

GROCERY SHOPPERS EYE RETURN TO STORES
  With the easing of the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccinations 
readily available, more grocery shoppers feel comfortable 
returning to stores, a new survey by The Feedback Group 
showed.
  Over four times as many consumers plan to shop more often 
in a grocery store this year versus those who plan to shop 
less, according to The Feedback Group’s Grocery Shopper 
Intention Monitor. Of 2,250 consumers polled, 40% said 
they plan to shop more at a physical store for groceries over 
the next 12 months, compared with 9% reporting they’ll shop 
brick-and-mortar locations less. Fifty-one percent plan to go 
to stores for food shopping at the same rate as they do now.
  Preferences for in-store grocery shopping varied across 
demographic lines, the researcher said. Among urban 
consumers, 44% said they aim to grocery-shop more often at 
stores, exceeding the percentages for suburban (40%) and 
rural (34%) shoppers saying they’ll do so.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


